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Introduction

This paper presents the results from the work of the Bulgarian research team, involved in

the international project "Labour Relations in Transition: Privatisation and Restructuring",

funded by the Economic and Social Research Council in Great Britain.

The major aim of the report is twofold:

- to analyze the development of industrial relations in the enterprise and to

outline the dynamics of change in that field; and

- second, to present the contextual pressures, influences and interdependen-

cies, accompanying the process of transformation of the society and shaping

the environment for the emerging workplace industrial relations of a market

type.

The empirical information on which the report is based has been collected for almost two

years, starting from April 1992 in four enterprises from different branches of industry:

MACHINE TOOLS (MT) from electrical engineering, SMALL ENGINEERING (SE) from

mechanical engineering, AIR TRANSPORT (AT) from transport and FOUNDRY from

metallurgy.

The selection of the particular enterprises for the case studies turned quite complicated task

in Bulgarian conditions. Privatisation was still an abstract idea for the time and predictions

and intentions concerning the issue have changed quite significantly through the period.

After intensive process of searching and consultations with responsible bodies from

Government and outside it a list of possible choices was prepared. Then it had to be reduced

to four taking into account the other constraining factor in the selection - the necessity to
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match choices in the other Eastern European countries where some of the processes had

started earlier and were often more developed as particular practices. Although AIR

TRAFFIC was in the first list with enterprises for privatisation, the process of privatisation

is still not completed. MT and SE did not even start and FOUNDRY with bigger private

share at the beginning underwent a process of quasi-etatisation.

71ie Enterprises

All enterprise are former state firms that under the new commercial legislation have

transformed into limited companies - SE and AT, joint stock company - MT. The new

property forms however are still with the state as the only owner of shares or stocks but

important new possibilities for decision making have opened through this change, most

important the facilitating of the process of privatisation. Foundry was a joint venture

between the state firm - 40~o and Western capital - 60~0.

MACHINE TOOLS is a state firm that was transformed in May 1993 into a single person

joint-stock company with the state being the only stockholder. The company was created

with the license and cooperation of the German AEG which continued until 1986 but left

deep positive memories in the enterprise.

The company is working on two main lines in the range of products - hand tools and motors

for the assembly of other tools. The quality was quite good for the comparatively low price.

The company has always been export oriented because the Bulgarian market is too small for

it.

The share of the motors was somewhat bigger and they were destined mainly for the former

Soviet Union. In tools production MT was a virtual monopolist in the country and enjoyed

quite similar position within Eastern Europe. In 1992 motor production was stopped and

resumed at the end of 1993.

Apart from the traditional areas MT's real major interests are directed towards the Western

market, most of all the European but also Latin America, South Korea, South-East Asia.

Recently the idea of a joint venture with Macedonia was launched and later with Venezuela.
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MT was conducting its export activities through a state foreign trade company and through it
was linked to joint companies for distribution in France, Germany and Poland. The policy of
the company is to develop direct links with the markets.

The old General Director was replaced in 1992 allegedly for an attempt for hidden

privatisation with the German partner among other things. In 1992 MT was included in one

of the privatisation lists but then fell out again.

The personnel of MT is about 1 500 people. At least 2l3 are in jobs in the production shops.

Despite market pressures MT passed the initial shock successfully with very little cuts in

personnel and later started hiring new people. Work is in two shifts and sometimes in urgent

situations in three. People are organised in brigades as before but without the former powers

of the collective.

The enterprise is embarking on a ambitious programme to expand production almost twice in

1994.

SMALL ENGINEERING was created in the late 60-ies to manufacture a number of

automobile components for the expanding car industry in the former Soviet Union but later

extended its products range in the area of motion sections for CNC machines, robots,

electronic automation systems and in electric motors for industrial and home utilisation. Up

to 97~0 of its production was destined for the Soviet market. Most remarkable for the last

3-4 years is the successful reorientation to the Western markets and rapid contraction of the

share of the Russian market. In 1993 there were serious problems with the markets at certain

periods, especially with the Russian. The production of motior equipment was completely

stopped. The company was trying to introduce new products - the latest in the field for

Western Europe and the American markets which later can go to Russia, too.

The separate productions were divided into four individual organisational units - type of

internal limited companies, in practice more closer to profit centers. The company partici-

pates in two joint venture - in Italy and in the USA which are basically its distributors.
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The General Director was replaced in the autumn of 1992 although the biggest credit for the

survival of the enterprise goes to him. Some of the troubles in 1993, especially with the

Russian market were linked to his removal and new activity in a similar business.

About 1 800 people work in SE. Cuts in personnel were insignificant until 1993 when

market conditions prompted serious necessity for restructuring, accompanied by unavoidable

retrenching of people. Even more, the study of jobs by the company revealed 1509'a

administrative stuff compared to production workers. Work organisation is almost the same

as in AT.

The latest events put very seriously the problem of restructuring and privatisation of the

company as the core of a new business strategy of survival and development.

AIR TRANSPORT came into being as a result of a strike in the old state association for all

types of air services in 1991. The previous giant company was split into ten independent

companies with AT being the biggest and practically the only important one in passenger

services. It provides cargo services too. There was a competitor air carrier for some time

but it went bankrupt in 1992.

International services are the main market of AT, since national are almost closed. The

quality of service is not at the level of the Western competitive standards but the prices are

considerably lower and attract a lot of transit passengers.

AT is quite big company, by Eastern European standards, with about 40 planes and 4 000

employees - plane crews, ground service and maintenance, flight catering (later given to a

private company), hotel and training base. During the last years AT has introduced a

number of planes, all Boeing and Airbus which have been leased from western companies.

The General director (came with the new company) and management enjoy very strong

power positions which occasionally are challenged by another power group - the flying stuff.

The financial situation of the company is marked by deteriorating results although the

company reports increase in passenger flow. This one of main reasons to declare it among
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the first for privatisation. The involvement of a big foreign owner is considered a life saving

strategy for AT that will help it turn into modern, competitive airline company. Most of the

major stages of the procedure for privatisation aze already completed but the process is

di~cult and in 1993, almost reaching completion, a new scheme for privatisation was

introduced by the Agency for Privatisation. In any case the expectations are to release about

1 000 employees after successful privatisation.

FOUNDRY was a joint venture that was conceived in the politically turbulent time of

1990-91 and this mark remained till the end. It took over the business from a former state

company that in 1990 was practically facing closure and rented most of its premises and

equipment.

The products of FOUNDRY comprised garden seat legs, gully-hole covers, counterweights

for washing machines, etc. This was much bellow the potential of the equipment which

produced engine blocks and other complicated things before but the aim was to restore and

expand the old links of the enterprise and establish itself on the home market. For the

moment FOUNDRY had no problems with orders from abroad.

FOUNDRY employed 350 people at first and raised the number to 600 in 1992. Work

generally followed the previous pattern of organisation and was on three shifts. FOUNDRY

paid regularly salaries, among the highest in the region.

The changes were more at the top where the foreign partners took over the management and

introduced their style of working. There was a representative of the state share too but it did

not play some significant role.

The interests of the foreigners were in the coming privatisation in the country but the delay

of the process and the intersection with other outside interests in the same enterprise led to

constant conflicts in FOUNDRY. The main result was that the foreigners left the country,

leaving substantial debts behind and workers without salaries which hang on the state banks

and on the Bulgazian partner.

The enterprise has practically returned to the former state owner but all its property serves
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as a guarantee for loans in one of the banks. It is still in operation but of quite uncertain

current situation and unclear future.

The Context: Privatisation and Strategy Formulation

The analysis in the paper is based on the understanding that the processes and events

characterising industrial relations in the period, known as"transition to market economy and

pluralist society" develop under the influence or direct pressure of a number of factors on

two structural levels - national and the workplace. Within each of level sources of internal

dynamics interact with outside factors to produce certain type of dependence or interdepen-

dence between levels. The following scheme can visualise the approach in the paper:

Economic reform

- marketisation

- macroeconomic

stabilisation

- restructuring

Legal

Regulation

Industrial

Relations

Social 8t

Cultural

International

Institutions -

IMF, World Bank, ILO

Ownership

Transformation

Political

changes 8c TU

political role
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Legal regulation is crucial for clearing the space and legitimating new concepts, standards

and norms which form the basis of the system of industrial relations and the environment.

This includes the new version of the Labour Code, the law for collective labour disputes,

commercial and prívatisation laws, rules and regulations for the functioning of tripartism,

wage regulation, social benefits, etc.

Social and cultural assumptions and their influence on the emerging industrial relations is a

completely new source, not studied until now. Its impact became evident in the events in

some cases but is difficult to pin down precisely and distinguish from concepts and ideas

with political or human nature in general.

The rest of the factors in the scheme are explained in more detail below.

Within this framework the report is looking at the interaction between old structures and

new structures, the level of continuity and discontinuity in the process of transformation.

New and Old Structures

After the dramatic political events in Eastern Europe in the autumn of 1989 it was expected

that the transition to market economy and pluralistic society would take relatively short time.

These ideas and expectations, despite some initial successes, turned largely futile in the

complex situation of the country.

Changes in industrial relations were brewing and occasionally popping up even under the old

regime. At the workplace tension was piling up since the middle of the 80-ies and strikes

happened for the first time in decades. In 1989 a new trade union was formed and immedi-

ately forced underground by the authorities but this could not remove the challenge to the

system. Voices for defending real rights and interests of working people were raised in the

old unions, too. The political shifts in 1989 cleared the space for open public development

and trade unions immediately took the initiative. Industrial relations gained their own

dynamics of development but it was still heavily dependent on the progress made and the

concept of change in other areas of transition.
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The start of the process found in place a number of the structures from the different reform

efforts during the 80-ies, corresponding to active pieces of legislation, especially the Labour

Code, designed for worker self-management. In the period 1990-92 coexistence of the

self-management bodies - General Assemblies and Assemblies of Delegates and the

administrative bodies of management and the Boards of Directors was quite common for the

enterprises. With the removal of the pressure of the centralised political control, self-mana-

ging structures were not only revitalised but for the first time had real space for action. This

definitely shifted the power balance in their favour and they immediately began to execute

their rights and to reshape the enterprise and its relations with the environment:

decisions were taken to declare the enterprise an independent entity and to withdraw

from the big state associations or amalgamations. This started a process of organic

restructuring, leading towards decentralisation of the economy;

directors were replaced without a new national campaign for elections like the one in

1986 which put them on power and legitimated their term of o~ce. The "No

Confidence" votes became standard for quite a time;

since in most cases these changes were introduced in the course of industrial

conflicts, usually strikes, strike committees appeared as new power centres compet-

ing with both - old union and managerial structures. Quite often these committees

provided the core of new union organisations in the enterprise or ousting the

leadership of the old ones and reestablishing them on a new basis.

This specific "revival" of somewhat "frozen" structures was cancelled when the first openly

neoliberal government took power in a peculiar way - through the introduction of the revised

version of the Labour Code which legalised tripartism and collective bargaining. In this way

forms of participation like worker or enterprise councils were ruled out for the time. This

move came after an abortive attempt to create works councils to curb the power of the

unions in the enterprise in the beginning of the term of office of the Government.

The second major line of interaction of new and old structures is the field of trade unionism

per se which introduced new forms of competition and conflict between organised workers

and also between them and the unorganised.
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The first new trade union structure - Podkrepa (Eng.- Support) immediately entered the field

of industrial relations and grew very quickly while the old unions had to pass a di~cult

process of internal reformation and it took for the newly created Confederation of Indepen-

dent Trade Unions in Bulgaria (CITUB) much longer to gain public legitimacy.

Political Changes

Political changes exerted quite strong influence on the processes in the field of industrial

relations. They facilitated or blocked the social dialogue. The policy towards labour relations

was defined by each separate government in line with its approach and its priorities in the

current situation which led to considerable shifts during the terms of different governments.

Trade unions tried to play an active role and provide their input through ideas, particular

proposals but contacts and final decisions have been Government responsibility. Trade

unions were present at the round table talks that define the general direction for transform-

ation of society. Later they have been parties to national agreements or initiators of protest

actions that turned instrumental for the survival of the government.

Immediately after the changes and after the first elections 6-7 months later the Bulgarian

Communist Party, later Socialist party was on power. These government tried to avoid

confrontation with the unions in order to buy time for adaptation of the party and soon

entered into negotiations CITUB which were joined later by Podkrepa. The last government

was brought down by a national strike initiated by Podkrepa and later supported by CITUB.

The coalition government that came with the idea to start the economic reform had favour-

able attitude towards the unions and recognised the significance of the social dialogue for the

success of the reform.

After the new elections in October 1991 a neoliberal government of the Union of Demo-

cratic Forces (UDF) was formed. Since Podkrepa has been a major power block within

UDF it felt privileged at the beginning and CITUB was openly discriminated and attacked.

The government fell in the autumn of 1992 not without the strong pressure of both trade

unions.
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The next government was of "experts" without a clear political support. With its first steps it

reinstated the social dialogue and institutionalised it since the new Labour Code was in force

from the beginning of 1993. Later the initial thrust for cooperation faded away and industrial

relations were marked by growing tension again.

In the beginning, industrial relations and trade unions were viewed more as secondary and

supportive element of the process of transformation but real life developments proved their

key role as a channel for democracy and for dynamics in the reform effort.

Economic Reform

Compared to the other Eastern European countries, economic reform in Bulgaria started

quite late and its active lifespan was quite short. It followed the logic of the shock therapy

and started in the beginning of 1991. Before end of the summer the reform effort lost

momentum.

Another major characteristic of the Bulgarian variant was the displacement of the priorities

and their order. Most important, restitution of nationalised properties (including land) was

carried out before privatisation of state and municipal properties. Bulgaria is the only

country in Eastern Europe with systematic restitution legislation - 9 laws already and some

drafts to come. As a result of it a whole new social layer appeared of owners of consider-

able resources that could be used in the privatisation. This reshuffle caused considerable

delay in the process of privatisation and restructuring of the economy with numerous

negative consequences for the reform and rising tension in some areas of industrial relations.

The reform itself is inevitably with a neo liberal character and comprised three processes so

far:

- macroeconomic stabilisation;

- marketisation;

- restructuring.

The first intention for a liberal reform was indicated by the government of Lukanov from

the Bulgarian Socialist Party. It was blocked by the confrontation in Parliament by the new,

opposing political force Union of Democratic Forces and started two months later by the
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coalition government.

The macro-economic stabilisation began in February 1991. It inevitably included measures

like liberalisation of prices and the necessity to fight skyrocketing inflation, restrictive wage

and incomes policy, high interest rate and tight control on credits. After the year of

stagnation and mass deficit of goods and services (1990), the nature of the processes that

developed in Bulgarian economy do not differ from the other countries in Eastern Europe.

The disintegration of the COMECOM market system, following the political eruptions,

seriously impaired the functioning of Bulgarian economy and placed it in a situation of

isolation. Developing an open type economy the country was export oriented and most of

that was towards the former Soviet Union - about 80~0, Eastern Europe and only 4-6~o to

the West. This sudden interruption of the economic relations left many enterprises stuck with

useless production, cancelled agreements and spent credits. The problem of "bad loans" was

born which had strong constraining effect even on profitable enterprises and turned to be a

major stumbling block on the way to privatisation.

These conditions placed survival as the major problem for the companies. With chaotic

vertical and horizontal links they had to face the new market pressure and first of all -

foreign competition. Survival strategy formulation had one important characteristic - nothing

was coming from the levels above the enterprise and policies were to be developed on the

spot by the people who bear the responsibility for the results.

Enterprises entered a period of stagnation. Production levels were brought down to the

minimum, accompanied by attempts to decrease all other costs - wages, social payments,

etc. On the other hand, the appearance of a lot of new banks (mainly with state capital) and

the inability of the government to impose strict financial control and credit discipline

enterprises practically worked in "soft budget" constraints and could take new credits at very

unfavourable terms. These were further spent for current necessities - a lot for wages. In

many cases the new credits were taken with the idea that they would be written off, as in the

old tradition or that it will be the problem of the Government to find a solution. A qualitat-

ively new dimension was added to the "bad loans" and the sum total acquired threatening

proportions in 1993.
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Enterprises followed similar logic towards employment and unemployment did not grow at a

rate corresponding to the depth of the economic crisis. These events were monitored with

somewhat silent consent of the Government and the international financial institutions. The

sharp rise came in 1992-93 when officially registered unemployment reached 16~o and a

household survey of the State Statistical Institute indicated 21 ~ at the end of 1993.

In general enterprises were let on their own to save themselves and this exerted strong

pressure for decentralisation. Government policy in that direction and towards demonopolisa-

tion aimed at creating independent economic units, end of subsidies and the practice of

concentrating profits in the higher administrative levels -"hats". Using the taxation system

however the state still collects 70-80~0 of the profit and demands 50~ dividend on its

ownership participation.

The necessity to implement new sets of strategies - market, finance, technological and

privatisation became urgent. Technological innovations were virtually impossible and the

most is small improvements and optimisation of the existing potential, in case of the

introduction of some new product. Management through finance was widely recognised as a

strategic issue and ideas were developed but implementation is still dependent on outside

decisions. real achievements were registered in respect to new market strategies where

conditions for action (incl. laws) were more favourable.

Most successful were those companies that entered into joint ventures with foreign firms and

gained direct access to international markets. Another useful strategy was to process and

produce for customers with their supplies or under their trade mark. Despite the initial blow,

Russian market continue to play key role for Bulgarian enterprises and gradually some

companies began to revitalise old connections or find new ones.

For a lot of enterprises privatisation was considered the only viable alternative. Until 1993

only about 3-4 privatisation projects were completed and all of them in the last year.

Privatisation

The development of the process passed through three stages:
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- elaboration of the first projects in 1990-91. Different political parties and other

interest groups came out with privatisation policy proposals - about 10. The common

feature - the extent of concern for the social consequences and the mass character

from the viewpoint of possible participation. Both trade union confederations

supported this approach with certain nuances.

- "small privatisation" during the same period. It refers to the transfer of small

properties (equipment, shops, workshops) to private owners. 1fie process was

terminated by a decision of Parliament since a tendency appeared to degrade it to

almost making gifts on political or kinship basis by the old people on power.

- after the law for privatisation. The main stress in the law is for market privatisation.

Still, the possibilities are not limited to it only and there is considerable flexibility as

to the methods and techniques of privatisation. The procedure can be initiated by a

number of subjects, including management of the enterprise and the employees but

the decision to privatise is taken by the corresponding ministry for enterprises

evaluated below 10 ml. levs, by the Agency for Privatisation for those from 10 ml.

to 200 ml. levs, and above 200 ml. the Agency with approval of the Council of

Ministers. Management had the right to sell up to 5lo following its own decision and

more with the approval of the ministry.

The crucial characteristic of Bulgarian privatisation is the delay in implementation and the

institutional war that raged in 1993 between the Government and the agency for Privatisation

for the control over state enterprises. In 1993 the Council of Ministers twice released the

supervisory Board of the Agency and each time the Supreme Court reinstated it. Almost all

that time the agency was run by illegitimate body. This contributed for the further delay.

The major results are:

- the advance of hidden privatisation;

- the signs of rising desperation of the people, tired of waiting for a serious change to

which their lives are inevitably linked and which fuels growing tension in the

companies. The psychologically favourable period seems to fade away which can

lead to a highly conflictual atmosphere at the time of real privatisation.
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In 1993 mass privatisation was brought to fore again by a Government project. Since that

time it has passed a period of improvement and the expectation is to be implemented in

1994. The project includes about 300 enterprises that will be privatised via vouchers

distributed among all the grown up population.

At the same time changes in the law for privatisation are entered to be voted in Pazliament.

The main trade unions are critical about the way of development of privatisation but never

stood in opposition to it. CI'TUB is especially critical of the project for mass privatisation

and presents its own proposals for facilitating the whole process. One of the priorities is the

use of ESOP and management-buyout techniques where good chances for success exist.

Enterprise strategies and ownership transformation

What was the reaction of the firms in the case studies to the sharp change in the environ-

ment ?

To answer the question it is necessary first to situate them among companies. Approximately

there are three categories of enterprises - those facing closure in any circumstances, those

that with some assistance will survive and develop and those that are successfully adapting

and are trying to formulate new strategy for development. All four cases had the potential to

fall in the last category but with time positions shifted considerably.

MACHINE TOOLS suffered considerably from the demise of the COMECON system. But

at the same time, liberalisation of the prices and of the exchange rate of the dollaz largely

compensated the losses from higher revenues. MT could pass through the most difficult time

with cancelling the motor production and maintaining almost the same level of employment.

With the already achieved positions it could survive and continue for some couples of years

more without serious problems. This would amount in the end to a slow death of the

enterprise.

The major strategic line in 1992 was to establish presence on new markets in the West, Faz

east and other regions; to wait for the opportunities to restore the links with the Russian
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market (and motor production) and to develop direct links with the customers avoiding

intermediary services. An year later MT revived its motor production for Russia, recorded

first successes in the market diversification and stepped up the strategy by entering into

negotiations with Macedonia, the Emirates and several months with Venezuela for starting

up of joint ventures on their territories. In the summer of 1993 faced the company with the

firs serious failures of market orders and stranded production in the enterprise. These events

probably fueled the motivation for the joint venture efforts.

Until the middle of 1993 privatisation was not considered an issue at MT. Management was

even afraid that the offer from big Western companies are aiming at buying the enterprise

and closing it to take over its markets. following this type of defensive strategy the

management preferred to insist on state participation plus employees and management to

secure the control of the company. Since for the moments credits for employees and to some

extent for managers to carry out such an operation were practically unavailable this strategy

played the role of a shield against unwanted outside aspirations. Top management preserved

a chance to raise its value in the privatisation process.

SMALL ENGINEERING (SE) is the most successful example of using the traditional links

to the Soviet Union for the adaptation process and reorientation enough of its business

towards Western markets. SE passed the worst period at the beginning, engaged in attempts

for internal restructuring, introduction of new, latest generation products and insignificant

cuts of personnel. In 1993 however this generally smooth process was interrupted by the

coincidence of cases of demonstration of uncertainty of newly gained markets and the

unfavourable attitude of the Russian partners, refusing to renew some traditional contracts

with SE. Motion equipment production was finally cancelled.

The remarkable success of the strategy for market reorientation for the short time was

recognised by an American consultancy firm, trying to assist in the process. It was due to

some of the accumulated potential and cheap resources from before the changes and the

quality of the General Manager. He was replaced as old nomenclature person in the autumn

of 1992 and there are suspicions that troubles with the Russians may stem from that act.
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The crisis situation had sobering effect on the new management team and prompted a change

of strategy - privatisation was recognised as one of the keys to defining future product and

technology innovation and market expansion. Some foreign representatives were already

inquiring about SE and paying visits there. Management however preferred a combination of

state, management and employees type of privatisation that will guarantee the future of the

company and ... the team remaining on their posts.

AIR TRANSPORT (AT) was heavily reliant on privatisation from the beginning. The

problem there was the significance for country and the attractiveness of the company which

intersected too many different and powerful interests to combine effectively. The company

was performing positively increasing the number of passengers and introducing new long

distance flights while closing down unprofitable domestic ones. Leasing new planes from the

west obviously followed the same logic. The total financial results kept deteriorating

probably because of the need to maintain certain flights for the "slots" in European airports

which raise the value of the company. The preferences for a privatisation partner were for a

big Western company, the rumours stressed on American. The expected positive results

from such operation were mainly a financial injection at the start but more important the

implementation of advanced know-how and access to a big carrier network. Stocks of the

company were not expected to appear on the market.

AT engaged in a lengthy procedure for privatisation that was gaining some speed in 1993

and approached the final stages when at the end of the year the scheme for privatisation was

change by the Agency and approved by government. The new scheme definitely was in

favour of local participants. Bulgarian legal and physical persons will present minimum 51 qo

of the capital. The state will keep 40~o and the employees can take up to 20qo at preferential

rate (in reality about 690). The procedure will include free purchase of stocks, packages of

stocks and negotiations with potential buyers.

The delay and the constant process of deterioration of the financial situation began to reflect

seriously on industrial relations of the company. The second half of 1993 recorded two

industrial actions which definitely do not contribute to the image and the value of the

company.
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FOUNDRY was the company with most developed and sophisticated set of strategies.

Obviously, it was the result of the joint work of Western and Bulgarian managers well aware

of the opportunities in the current situation. The formally declare aim was privatisation of

the factory by the foreigners. For the moment they could provide market and more orders

than FOUNDRY could handle. These were distributed to other foundries in trouble and the

intention was to form a network of such companies around the country, dependent in one

way or another on FOUNDRY. The major line however was to restore and expand the old

links with the big plant for diesel engines for which the old FOUNDRY produced engine

blocks. The plans included even possible incorporation of the two companies in the future

which will lead to full control of the internal market. On the other side this strong corpor-

ation would export for Russia, Ukraine and execute orders from FIAT, STAYER, etc.

Technologically everything was to be preserved the same and simply maintained until the

transfer of property and improvement of the economic climate in the country.

The company was the only case with quite developed financial strategy. Apart from the

initial capital it operated with loans from Bulgarian banks, guaranteed with production or the

property of FOUNDRY. Payments from executed orders were kept abroad as long as

possible and some were so late that never came to Bulgaria. Participation in privatisation

may have been by payment in Bulgaria but the preferred way was as a part of a possible

deal to exchange property for the Bulgarian foreign debt, arranged through the Western

banks.

The weak point in the strategy was the underestimation of the interests other, local persons

or institutions in the privatisation of FOUNDRY and the potential of the unions to mobilise

support for industrial relations issues. The informal coalition of the two parties created a

powerful block which after the initial success engaged the enterprise in constant conflict with

the workforce. several months later the enterprise went out of operation and was taken over

by the Bulgarian manager.

International Institutions

The main international institutions active in Bulgaria for the time were the IMF, the World
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Bank and the ILO. The two financial institutions were mainly engaged with the development

of the economic reform within certain macroeconomic parameters in line with their

traditional concepts based on neoliberal thinking and monetary approach. IMF was involved

more with the short-term aims of the reform and the World Bank more with medium-term

but both strategies were closely coordinated.

Their work in Bulgaria seem to acquire a peculiar pattern - to conduct almost regular

meetings with the social partners, especially the trade unions to supply them with informa-

tion directly. IMF has been very active at the time of the first stabilisation stage and again in

1993-94 when another similar period is coming. The World bank policy has been directed

more towards problems of social security, unemployment and labour market development.

ILO starts from a very different philosophy, promoting tripartism and social dialogue, and

engaged with direct inputs into the processes of building of the Bulgarian system of

industrial relations, labour market and social policy strategy formulation. ILO contributed

with supplying different models to orientate decision makers, with concrete pieces of

legislation for the Labour Code and in the building of the institutions in industrial relations,

labour market, etc.

The policies of ILO did not always correspond to the ones of the international financial

institutions and quite often differences in the viewpoints came close to conflictual positions.

Trade Union Responses

Trade unions were probably the first to take advantage of the opening of the political field in

1989. The changes in trade unionism came faster and the organisations got oriented in the

new situation and used the opportunities more efficiently even compared to the political

forces.

The earliest developments in Bulgaria were no exception of the typical pattern in all other

Eastern European countries - the parallel operation of new TU structures along with the old

ones on both national, local and enterprise level. These similarities were largely reproduced
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in the nature of the organisations, the character of their activities, the aims and the means

employed.

New TU structures had significant advantages in the conditions of change mainly in two

directions:

they were born with the idea for changes and changes were born with their actions,

so they could automatically identify with the process - pretend to be the "guru" and

the "motor" of transformation;

second, - the "clean sheet" factor. Lack of past activities permitted considerable

freedom in carving out a favourable public image saturated with purity of intentions,

trust and the message from the world of freedom and democracy.

7iie Strategic Choice

The first new trade union organisation in Bulgaria was the Confederation of Labour

"Podkrepa" and it skilfully combined all favourable factors into a two - prong strategy:

- immediate demolition of the communist social and political system with industrial

action being the major tool;

- defence of the real interests of union members and the working people, immediately,

on the spot.

The strategy was formulated and publicly expressed in very strong anti-communist rhetoric.

The same applied for the o~cial definition of the organisation. Podkrepa enjoyed very

strong response among working people and especially from intellectual professions. The

organisation grew at a high rate and reported 100 000 members in March, 1990. It was not

big but extremely active and powerful which confirmed the effectiveness of the strategy for

that period.

Having entered the space of trade unionism and industrial relations after the changes,

Podkrepa immediately established itself with the hegemonic aspiration to become the only

subject of labour relations on the union side. Combined with the idea for demolition of the

system and fast growing membership (much bigger than any other newly created public or
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political organisation, except for CITUB) Podkrepa formed extremely powerful core within

the block of forces - mainly political, which could apply direct pressure through industrial

action. This duality of the nature of Podkrepa served it quite efficiently at the beginning but

with time turned more into a problem. Podkrepa was one of the founding members of the

Union of Democratic Forces (UDF), the major challenge of the Communist Party, later

Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP). This situation led to two types of tension:

the use of TU structures for political purposes and the growing dependence on

political forces;

the problem of self-identity of the TU organisations and their leaders vls the general

line of the Confederation.

The dangers for the efficiency and later the real negative effects of this duality were

contained mainly through centralisation and discipline.

The old TU organisation faced a strategic choice of a quite difficult nature. If it was to

survive it had to totally reform itself and start defending the immediate interests of the

working people. The pressure from below erupted in hundreds of industrial conflicts for the

first 2-3 months which was accompanied by a process of spontaneous decisions to leave the

old TU organisations. In a number of cases of higher TU levels the leader structures

remained hollow entities.

The other urgent change concerned the relations with the political domain. Starting from the

"transmission belt" model, through the organiser of self-management, old TUs soon after the

changes declared their independence from the Communist party (1). Cancelling the link

placed them in a quite isolated position since the new political forces not only considered

them hidden communist structures but created di~culties to facilitate the establishment of

Podkrepa and their own social base.

The formula that solved the strategic choice problem put in the centre political independence

and defence of real interests through tripartism and collective bargaining on different levels.

These were the basic concepts offered from the new leading team of the old unions around

which the new Confederation of Independent Trade Unions in Bulgaria (CITUB) was created
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in February, 1990. On the congress of the old unions members were offered the idea for the

new organisation and they had to make a choice to join or not. CITUB believed that the

efficient work democratic structures and mechanisms in industrial relations (inherently

opposing the old ones) would contribute more for the transformation of the economy and

society. Through all that time CTTUB remained the organisation with the biggest member-

ship, of different political shades.

Development of Social Partnership

As was mentioned already, each Government was formulating its own policy towards the

trade unions which meant different approach to tripartism, too. The attitude of the unions to

it was not unanimously positive throughout the period. So tripartism from the beginning was

a heavily politicised phenomenon but the main tendency through the years was one of

gradual clearing away of the unnecessary political influences and focusing on the real

problem cores in industrial relations and social security.

The idea was launched first by CITUB in the beginning of 1990 when the Communist Party

was still on power, the Round Table talks were at the start and the country was in constant

state of industrial unrest. Strikes were starting spontaneously and only about 15qo were

organised by trade unions - 10~ from Podkrepa and Sq from CITUB. In March the Law

for Collective Labour Disputes was adopted by Parliament with the participation of CITUB

and the strike wave started to calm down. Later in March the first General Agreement

between CITUB, the Government and emerging organisation of employers (only state

managers at that time) was signed that included almost all areas of current interest open for

regulation and negotiation and the introduction of inechanisms for indexation of incomes and

collective bargaining at the workplace.

The reaction of Podkrepa was strongly negative to both acts and CITUB was dismissed as

collaborator of the Communist government for the preservation of the old regime. A month

later Podkrepa joined the General Agreement.

The relations between the social partners were marked by growing tension and the need for

direct pressure from the unions since the BSP government was trying to escape or delay its
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obligations in order to buy time. This led to the necessity of new negotiations in September

and new General Agreement. The delay in the start of the economic reform led to mass

deficit of goods and services. Podkrepa declared a national strike and when later CITUB

joined it the government had to resign.

The next government was difficult to form because after the first free elections in June 1990

BSP gained majority in Pazliament. In search of a solution based on consensus policy the

political forces decided to form a government of a coalition character but without clear

support in Parliament. The main task set was the start of the economic reform, namely its

monetary stage.

One of the first steps of the government in 1991 was to secure the cooperation of the trade

unions in the difficult time ahead. An Agreement for Social Peace was signed which

guarantied for six months space for government action but within certain limits of deteriora-

tion of the conditions of life and work, incomes indexation scheme and social security safety

nets for those that will fall out on the way. These developments led to the creation of the

National Tripartite Commission and the official recognition of tripartism as policy making

tool. The Commission had powers to resolve industrial relations and social security issues

and its decisions were binding for Government. A number of subcommissions were assisting

and preparing the work of the National Commission.

After the first six months the main targets of the macroeconomic stabilisation programme

were achieved to a satisfactory extent. During the period inflation sky-rocketed to above

400R'o, living standards fell with 40-45~o and still there were no major industrial conflicts or

civil unrest.

The generally successful first stage created enough favourable conditions for further

development of the reform - the stage of restructuring and privatisation. The perspective

fuelled Pazliamentary divisions and internal government frictions which rendered it unable to

continue with the reform effort. This situation with elections on the horizon reflected on the

social partnership and the work of the national tripartite commission started losing content

and dynamics. It was not by chance that soon after Podkrepa called a national miners strike

which was as much political as industrial action.
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The new elections in October, 1991 brought on power the first non-communist government -

from the UDF. It had more seats in Parliament than BSP but insufficient to obtain full

majority. Podkrepa structures played key role for the success at the polls and gained a

serious lobby of more than 60 MPs out of 114 within the UDF group and people in

government. Podkrepa left the structures of the UDF.

The new Government policy was of open neoliberal nature with strong anti-union elements.

In his first speech the Prime Minister stated that there is one trade union organisation in

Bulgaria and this is Podkrepa and a month later Parliament passed a law for confiscation of

the property of the former totalitarian political and public organisations. CITUB was not

included initially but entered the list in the hall under the pressure of Podkrepa.

The Government did not have intentions to rely on the social partnership for its policy and

this move clearly indicated the future. It did not restore the work of tripartite bodies and did

not unions as important partners.

Podkrepa had its channels of influence but the concepts and the logic of action of the

government soon confronted them. The dual nature of the organisation started causing

organisational crisis and some groups split off and formed new independent organisations -

National Trade Union (NTU) and GMCh (geology, metallurgy, chemical). These develop-

ments pushed Podkrepa away from government and drew it closer to the positions of

CITUB. The two confederations issues a joint declaration against some elements of the

government economic and social policy in April, 1992 and in May the organisations of

private employers joined their positions. Incomes indicated serious lag behind inflation and a

number of big industrial conflicts broke out.

The Government had to change the tactic and resumed tripartite negotiations but did not

engage seriously and insisted that it would have the final word whatever the opinion of the

social partners. A month of negotiations proved that government was using tripartism as a

manoeuvre and the process slowly faded away while social and ethnic tension was rising and

new industrial conflicts were brewing.
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The government faced one "no confidence" vote in the summer of 1992 and another in the

autumn. The second vote brought it down not without the participation of the union but

mainly with the votes of the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), with base in the

Muslim population.

In the end of 1992 the new "government of experts" took office, again with unclear political

support. From the beginning of 1993 industrial relations were already subject to the revised

version of the Labour Code. Tripartism was institutionalised on national, industry or

regional level. The Labour Code and the accompanying normative acts form the framework

of the system of industrial relations suited for the period of transformation.

The government quickly created the National Council for Tripartite Collaboration (NCTC)

to regulate issues of wage policy, living standards, pensions, taxation tariffs, unemployment

benefits, children allowances. The decisions of the Council are taken with consensus and

each party undertakes the necessary to implement the decision. Standing subcommissions and

secretariat are assisting the work of NCTC.

The Labour Code defined the criteria for representative organisations:

- not less than 50 000 members;

- from more than half the industries;

- national and regional bodies.

From about a dozen organisations that have applied for recognition in NCTC only two have

been admitted to it - CITUB and Podkrepa. Recognition for that level is important because it

carries automatic recognition for all member organisations for collective bargaining at the

workplace.

After several months of comparatively successful collaboration the work of NCTC came

under increasing criticism on behalf of the unions, especially from CITUB. The main

argument was that NCTC has been used for a screen to cover up moves behind the scenes of

the government and in a number of cases - Podkrepa through members of government.

Tension and confrontation NCTC was kept busy with minor issues while really important

ones remained untouched.
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As a result of this situation CITUB Led a successful national miners strike in December,

1993 and Podkrepa declazed a nationa] strike against the government for February, 1994 but

later cancelled the action.

During this period the government successfully passed a number of "No confidence" votes

initiated by UDF.

Employers Organisations ('1)

A distinctive feature of tripartism in the period of transformation is the lack of real employer

structures. This usually reduces tripartism to bipartism - between the TUs and the state, at

least in the beginning.

The first organisation appeared in 1990 and curiously enough with the assistance of CITUB

in the effort to establish social partnership. State employers, as all of that time, turned

unrepresentative and partners and the organisation was soon left outside the tripartite

process.

With time new employer or economic organisations appeared but all with somewhat unclear

character and policy. Due to the delay of privatisation they all were linked to the state. The

first to really shape itself as more autonomous entity was the Economic Chamber which

includes some new private businesses but still mainly state owned enterprises. In 1993 it

carried elections, for the first time from the bottom up and this reflected on its behaviour

and policy. It is the main partner in development of the social dialogue. The other

organisation of similar nature is the Bulgarian Trade and Industrial Chamber. It joined

tripartite arrangement later.

Private business started organising in December 1989 but due to the way the economic

reform was cazried out it could not enter much of the industrial production azea. Hundreds

of thousands of private businesses remained in small, family establishments in trade, services

and some workshops. The other azeas where big private business appeared and gained

positions aze banking and finance, insurance and trade, especially foreign trade.
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The organisations that appeared were organisations for purposes of protection and advance

of the business interests and also for employer representation. First the Union for Entrepre-

neurial Initiative of the Citisens was founded in 1989 and since 1991 is a constant member

of tripartite bodies. Its positions on key issues of confrontation were most often similar to

those of the unions against the government. The other organisations - Union of Private

Employers, the Union of Free Entrepreneurs and Union "Revival".

At the end of 1993 the biggest 13 business groups in the country founded a new organisation
- Confederation of Bulgarian Industrialists but it not registered yet.

Trade Unions at the Workplace

Collective bargaining established itself as the core of the activities of workplace TU

organisations in the period of transformation. Formally the process started in 1990 but at the

beginning it was patchy and with quite vague formal agreements. It took some time to

understand and master the process so the meaningful start came in 1992 and really 1993

produced a fully developed bazgaining round in the country.

Until that time TU structures were used for the solution of other problems at the enterprise.
They were engaged in some unusual activities in the process of change:

TUs turned a powerful tool for spontaneous restructuring of old giant companies and
achieving autonomy for the enterprise;

TUs initiated and cazried out serious management changes at the enterprise, most

important the replacement of directors. the process was very intensive in 1991 and

1992 when about 2 000 directors were replaced. The unions had this formal right

from the old Labour Code that made directors without the old party shield, quite

easy victims for the TUs. Managerial contracts with the government were to

introduced as a solution but the process was purposefully delayed by the political

forces to preserve the possibility for replacing old nomenclature people on key

managerial positions. The drive turned so intensive that such cases continued to

happen even after the new Labour Code was active from 1993 which ruled out this

possibility.
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Fragmentation of TU Organisations

This process was most evident in Podkrepa after UDF came to power in 1992 and the

necessity to formulate a new, purely trade union strategy became clear. The conflict between

Podkrepa and "its" Government was transferred inside the trade union and caused a split

which led to the appearance of new TU organisations. The first were the National Trade

Union and GMCh (geology, metallurgy, chemical) - small organisations that were within the

range of influence of UDF. Several times in 1992 when conflicts with key importance for

the development of the reform process and tripartite relations the NTU and quite often

GMCh took stance against CITUB and Podkrepa in a unquestionable support of the

Government.

The split, however did not remove the source of tension in Podkrepa and an year later a new

TU organisation was formed from other splinter groups and individuals and some that were

expelled from Podkrepa. They formed the Association of Democratic Trade Unions also

linked to the UDF.

The latest split off from Podkrepa was the group from the miners federation in February,

1994 that formed the National Trade Union Federation "Miner".

CITUB had its time of trouble in the end of 1990 when the Confederation joined the strike

that brought down the BSP government. At that time the People's Trade Union "Edinstvo"

appeared and declared a left alternative in trade unionism in line with BSP policy. Although

CITUB's position of non-engagement with any particular political party and keeping trade

unionism separate from politics was widely accepted there were groups, linked to BSP that

still stuck to the idea to preserve its influence in the new union confederation.

Once stabilised their positions in through tripartism trade union organisations entered the

perimeter of formal power and participated in decision making on some crucial issues like

incomes protection, social policy, etc. This makes the line of distinction between recognised

and not recognised unions a very sensitive issue and a source of growing tension and shifts

among organisations.
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Motivation of this type led to the transformation of the Community of the Bulgarian Free

Trade Unions into a organisation of quite diverse unions and to pretend for national

representation.

These pressures put sharply the question for the openness of the space for tripartism and the

presence of different configurations of actors on different levels of negotiations and

collective bazgaining. So faz Podkrepa stands decisively on the way, trying to preserve the

space closed for the established confederations only.

Following the sequence of events and the motivation for action linked to the issue of

fragmentation it is not difficult to see that they aze influenced by shifts and rearrangement of

the political forces or of important groups within each of them as well as attempts of some

union organisation to promote themselves by conforming to certain party policies.

7iie Issue of Trade Union Properry

Quite similaz to the events in Hungary the property of CITUB was confiscated by the state

in December, 1991 and since that time was a recurring issue and played significant role in

the development of interunion relations and tripartism. Starting from total confrontation

between CITUB and Podkrepa on the one hand and with government on the other, then

nearing positions of the unions to face government attack in 1992, in 1993 the issue was

coming close to solution through distributing it between state, CITUB and Podkrepa as

follows 10:55:35, although CITUB had at least five times more members.

The azrangement could not be executed however and in the complicated situation later the

same yeaz and protests from the other unions CITUB decided to give up its share in favour

of the creation of fund for additional social security schemes to supplement the expected new

legislation that has to separate social funds from the state budget and constitute them as

independent entities. The management of these funds is supposed to be on tripartite basis,

following interunion elections among all the grown up population which will define the

representative organisations for the management bodies.
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Similaz to the developments with the unions at the workplace, national level policies

comprised activities unusual for the traditional Western union:

- support for the privatisation and pressure on government and other responsible

bodies for its timely implementation;

- formulating new models for social policy corresponding to modern market econ-

omies and supplying resources for the realisation of the ideas in public and private

forms.

The process of development of tripartism was of uneven character but the main tendency

was towazds establishing it as a permanent basis for a market oriented system of industrial

relations. The heavy politicisation of the process seemed to gradually fade away but the

unstable political situation will inevitably exert important contradictory pressures on the

actors in the industrial relations field which may lead to unexpected difficulties on the way.

Positively stabilising role may be played by CITUB since in the present conditions there

seems a quite well defined possibility for CITUB to monopolise the industrial relations space

due to rapid decline of Podkrepa and the fragmentation in general. There are chances that a

new participant may enter the national tripartite bodies but it will have little significance for

the general power balance.

Collective bargaining at the workplace presents a quite stable and increasing tendency of

establishing itself as a constituent element of the enterprise development strategy. The

discrepancies between the two tendencies designates the decentralised character of the system

which privatisation and restructuring may exert pressure to strengthen to the point of

liquidation of the process itself.
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Collective Bargaining and Participation

Collective bargaining is not a new word for the practice of labour relations in the last 50 fi0

years in Bulgaria . Still, collective bargaining is considered one of the areas where the

changes after 1989 are most expressive and profound - a guzrantee for the democratic

transformations in the country. What is the novelty in the new situation and its importance

for the future developments in industrial relations ?

7iie Legacy

First evidence for collective agreements as a sporadic event in labour relations in Bulgaria is

from the first decade of the century. In 1936 a law on collective bargaining was enacted that

made it a comparatively widespread practice. Unfortunately the set of concepts and ideas on

which the whole system of industrial relations was based was borrowed mainly from the

corporative constructions in Italy and trade unions were practically integrated in the

Direction for Labour of the Government.

Curiously enough, one of the most successful periods for collective bargaining was in the

period between the socialist revolution in 1944 and the nationalisation of industrial and bank

property in 1948 and later. An unique situation set in, where trade unions enjoyed consider-

able power and freedom under the new, still pluralist regime. They had their separate voice

in Parliament although strongly influenced and controlled in general by the Communist

party. There was space for much more real collective bargaining and agreements were

signed in enterprises but at also at branch level with the organisations of employers.

After the nationalisation and the imposition of the Soviet model of industrial relations

collective agreements did not disappear but thoroughly changed their nature and content.

Key level in industrial relations was not the enterprise but its interaction with the central

authorities. Trade unions were part of the command-administrative system, deprived of the

possibility for independent action. Almost all terms and conditions of work were defined in

extensive legislation or normative documents and wages were planned and fixed centrally for

the whole country. Collective agreements were reduced to schemes for generating and

distribution of social benefits through the "social programme" of each enterprise - canteen,
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specialised or free food, utilisation of rest and recreation facilities, sports and cultural

events, etc. Trade unions enjoyed big powers of control and administration over health and

safety issues up to stopping work in dangerous enterprises.

The attempt to introduce worker self management in the middle of the 80-ies further eroded

the status of collective bargaining.

7he First Steps

Only four months after the political reshuffling that unblocked the way to democratisation of

the country in November 1989, the first General Guidelines for Concluding Collective

Agreements were adopted by the national tripartite body. By the summer of 1991 along with

the General Agreements there were collective agreements in 37~0 of the enterprises and a

few industry agreements. (3)

Collective bargaining became mass practice the following years - 1991, 1992 when a new

set of Guidelines was developed, much more mature and comprehensive and later a Decree

on Wages and Collective Bargaining was issued by the Government(July, 1991). The Decree

arranged two key issues in a peculiar way. Recognition of the trade union organisations at

the workplace was secured by a declaration for membership from the corresponding

Confederation, recognised by the state authorities. The second was the possibility to

conclude more than one agreement for the same enterprise (equivalent of the bargaining unit

in the West). It was accepted under the pressure of Podkrepa, because of the fear that

providing only the biggest organisation at the workplace will negotiate if the TU

organisations can not agree to joint representation ( as in the Guidelines, 1990) is of definite

advantage to CITUB.

This model for bargaining was geared to two levels - national and the enterprise. In the

bargaining round during the same year, 799'0 of the enterprises ended up with agreements

and further 14~io were in the process (4). However, all these regulations were valid for the

enterprises of the state sector and largely insignificant or ignored in the private sector.
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The case studies indicate that in Machine Tools (MT) and Small Engineering (SE) the two

TU organisations at the plants were negotiating together and only one document was

produced at the end. They had a joint negotiating team and draft agreement. The content of

the draft, however was discussed and approved separately by the members of the TU

organisations. Participation in the negotiating team followed the size of the organisation

which meant dominating position of CITUB.

In Air Transport (AT) CITLJB and Podkrepa had separate agreements and later the

unrecognised Union of Pilots joined the one of CITUB and the Union of Engineers and

Technical Stuff the one of Podkrepa.

Developments were more interesting in the fourth case - the Foundry, a joint venture with

6096 Western capital and Western management that started operation in 1991. It rented most

of the facilities and equipment of a state enterprise that collapsed with the disintegration of

the markets of the Comecon. At the beginning employees were offered to sign a one year

labour contracts. The trade union organisation, left from the previous enterprise, decided to

intervene and it turned out that the management does not recognise it as representative. The

solution was to organise elections which legitimated the organisation but then the status of

the chairman gave rise to new tension. He was the same person as in the old TU

organisation but was not an employee of the new company and had a contract with the

organisation to represent it. A one-day strike resolved the issue and he was accepted but all

that friction on major issues from the beginning set in a strong conflictual element in the

developing relations with the management. The events clearly signalled about areas of

misunderstandings in the encounter of different industrial relations cultures which were

further aggravated by different national representation. The ambiguous situation was skilfully

used later by outside forces to achieve a"takeover" of the Foundry when it became clear the

enterprise had a future.

1993 and the New Labour Code

The amendments in the old Labour Code considerably expanded the scope for collective

bargaining, especially in additional payments and terms and condition of the regime of work.

They allowed to negotiate anything that was not fixed in laws or other normative documents
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and at the same time the law replaced the old practice of fixing all these parameters with
only minimum or maximum protective levels for the separate issues. The parties were freed

to negotiate on national, industry (or regional) and enterprise levels all these terms and
conditions. The key level for bargaining was the enterprise where the final figures are
defined to extent that it can afford them. National and industry level negotiations were more

important for adjusting the macroeconomic parameters of a economy in deep crisis - the
"incomes policy" and to secure protective minimum or maximum standards - like minimum

wage which were obligatory for the lower levels to follow. At the enterprise the parties

could agree on better figures but not worse than the agreed above.

The introduction of the new version of the Labour Code laid sound basis for the develop-

ment of industrial relations suitable for establishment of market economy and pluralistic

democracy in the country. It also provided a legal justification of differentiation among

economic entities and social differentiation among people. The contextual pressures of a

rapidly declining economy (especially industrial production) in the last four years, very high

inflation and limited resources tend to produce a somewhat paradoxical situation:

- in the SO-ies, the old regime tried solve the problems of productivity and efficiency

using as one of the major tools - motivation through differentiation of earnings and

incomes. In the period of self-management the coefficient for labour participation

was introduced that was decided each month, for every worker by the work group -

the brigade, i.e. money were attempted to be linked to results. Trade unions

supported this trend. The limits came from the communist ideology and from the

long and vital tradition of redistributing resources towards the losing enterprises and

levelling of individual earnings at the workplace (5).

- in the 90-ies, the ideology of transformation was soundly based on liberal values and

reliance on individual performance. But at the same time "incomes policy" had to be

introduced to control the negative effects of liberalisation, the decline of the

economy and the recommendations of the international financial institutions. In

practice, it applied only to state owned enterprises and also had effect on the social

policy of the Government. The emerging private sector had much more freedom in

this respect. The attempt to control wage growth administratively, combined with

scarce resources and rapidly falling real incomes tends to create pressure for
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levelling of a new type and the motor of social differentiation shifts more to

activities outside the workplace, quite often in the shadow economy. Trade union

policy is trying to counter this trend by insisting on more sensible link between

earnings and economic results in order to promote new patterns of expectations and

behaviour, supporting economic and social reforms in the country. The limits come

from the necessity to preserve internal cohesion of the organisation and the power of

collective action.

Enterprise Wage Fund Regulation Scheme

The four case studies deal with enterprises in different economic situations. Two of them -

SE and MT, are in a group that may be considered "successful", i.e. enterprises with

enough potential from before or quickly adjusting to the new market relations. AT had real

potential for development but after the changes found itself in increasingly difficult financial

position.

The fourth case - the Foundry appeared after the collapse of its state predecessor and in a

short period it was clear it will survive and will start expanding its activities.

Formation of the wage funds followed different principles depending on the nature of their

ownership. The three state owned had to conform to the Wage Fund Regulation Scheme.

The Foundry was free to increase the wage fund according to its own decision because of

less than SOqo state participation.

The Scheme exercised control over and regulated the growth of the mass of money for the

wage funds of the enterprises and kept it within quite narrow boundaries. In case the mass

exceeds the boundary, the enterprise was automatically fined with a penalty tax which was

changing in different periods:
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Growth of the Penalty tax rate - R'o

wage fund - ~0 1991 1993

up to 1 - -

1 - 2 50 -

2 - 3 100 50

3 - 4 200 200

4- 5 400 f00

5 - 400 800

All the above figures apply to amounts above the non-taxed level which is calculated through

a number of coefficients linked to inflation and size of the wage fund in previous quarters.

Trade unions are involved in the process through the tripartite national body. The significant

shortcoming of this method of calculation is that it tends to preserve differentials among

enterprises from an obsolete socio-economic structure. More important, it is a de facto

disadvantage for profitable and actively developing enterprises which are supposed to pull

the economy out of the crisis. In a attempt to overcome it, following a proposal of CITUB

in 1992 a new coefficient was added which takes into account the final results - profit earned

and permitted additional 30~o growth of the wage fund of the corresponding enterprises. It is

still arbitrary decision but provides some space for the better enterprises. These opportun-

ities were used skilfully in the three enterprises and they paid salaries much higher than the

national starting and average levels without entering the "zone of regulation".

From the viewpoint of the organisation, the functioning of this mechanism resembles very

much the old centralised approach to wage determination. The important new dimension to

the process that alters its nature is the involvement of trade unions in the determination on

national level. Enterprises (both managers and employees) do not face the state alone but

acquire a channel for influence, an indirect voice in the process.

The case studies reveal the effect of the mechanism for wage growth regulation on enterprise

industrial relations. In none of the state owned enterprises was wage and additional payments
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bargaining a source of serious conflict that led to industrial action. In Foundry industrial

strife linked to payments and periodical strikes were a constant feature of the relations

between trade union and the management. These actions practically were a major contribu-

tion for the closing down of the company and a handy tool for outside forces to push the

organisation along that way.

Collective Bargaining at the Workplace

71:e Framework

In the three cases - MT, SE and AT collective bargaining procedures in general followed the

prescription of the Labour Code. At that time Foundry was already out of operation.

In the framework, collective agreements are concluded between employers and representa-

tive trade unions. The employer is obliged to enter into negotiations within a month, the

latest, after receiving the proposal from the trade union organisation and to provide all

necessary information. Breaking the obligation, the employer faces the legal requirement of

paying compensation for incurred losses.

Representative trade unions are the organisations that can produce a certificate for member-

ship in one of the two confederations - CITUB and Podkrepa, which aze partners in the

national tripartite body. All other TU organisations do not have the right to enter into

negotiations when there is a representative trade union in the enterprise.

Only one agreement can be made with one employer. The General Assembly of the

employees elects the organisation and the negotiating team. In SE and MT joint representa-

tion was becoming a tradition from the previous bargaining rounds. At Air Transport,

however, five TU organisations were existing of which three autonomous - of pilots, of

stewardesses and of maintenance technicians and engineers. Management and the representa-

tive TUs from CITLJB and Podkrepa accepted that the best solution is all five to take part in

the negotiations. This was an informal-official recognition of the power of these occupational

groups which was proved later in industrial actions.
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All final agreements had to be in a written form, signed and registered in the local Labour

inspectorate. Changes can be introduced at any time, following mutual agreement of the

parties and procedure for negotiating. In case of breach of the collective agreement the

employer could be sued in court by the trade union or by individual employees - a party to

the contract.

Non~rganised employees had a choice: to join the collective agreement or to sign an

individual labour contract. For joining they had to submit written application both to the

union committee and to the general manager.

7he Content and the Process

The parties in the enterprises were involved in collective bargaining in 1991 and AT in

1992.

At MT the process started with management preparing its team and TUs electing their

representatives: 4 from CITUB and 2 from Podkrepa. The negotiations were held every

Tuesday and Friday and lasted three weeks. Management played the leading part.

Wage bargaining obviously was the hottest issue since for the first time wages were to be set

through negotiations. Management tried to use the "zone of regulation" threat to push down

the figures. Debates were interrupted a couple of times. The final result was the so called

"pyramid" of wage differentials with 23 levels for all jobs in the enterprise without the top

three managerial levels. It fixed starting, average and maximum wage on each level. Lowest

level started at 800 levs and highest reached 2 580 levs. The agreement stipulated that in

case of financial troubles of the company wages could be reduced to the minimum and the

difference to the regular size to be received later. The agreement legitimated the Internal

Rules for Organisation of the Salaries which allow the managers to fix wages over and

above the ceiling for the respective category for extremely good results at work, e.g.

quality. In practice there was no salary lower than 1 500 levs.

The agreement included a lot of other terms and conditions like working time, annual leave

additional payments, quite developed social part in line with the tradition and the fix legal
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requirements.

The "pyramid" led to few cases of discontent and complains but they were not a source of

tension. They were sepazately discussed later and settled.

In June 1992 a supplementary agreement was signed for 55~ rise of all wages and salaries.

The 1993 round of negotiations followed the requirements of the renewed Labour Code.

With much more particulaz help from outside, basically METALELECTRO Federation from

CIT`LJB, The TU team generally led the negotiations and practically achieved their objec-

tives. The negotiations were marked by good will, tolerance and understanding.

First issue was to fix the scope of the agreement in line with the new areas for bargaining,

opened by the Labour Code, following the proposal of the unions. The TU draft was

accepted by management and provided the structure for the bazgaining process and the

agreement.

The "pyramid" was reexamined and reduced to 14 levels with minimum salary 1 740 levs

and maximum - 8 800 levs and average 3 500 levs. On almost all other additional payments

and conditions the levels agreed exceeded the minimum standards provided by the Labour

Code plus an improved social programme.

1993 round mazked a stage of maturity of collective bargaining. The parties, especially the

CITUB affiliate started to develop internal structures and standards outside the common

general prescriptions. In 1993 it was agreed to create a commission for administering the

agreement. The really troublesome issue for the time was jobs, concerning new employment.

In the previous months the enterprise began to employ new people which threatened to

surpass the boundazy for "regulation" since the wage fund does not expand parallel to

employment if it is in the administrative sector. A seniority clause was entered to regulate

employment changes that went back to former MT employees, now jobless when new

employees are needed. Another commission - for professional competence was set up to

monitor dismissals and information about vacancies that was felt the management attempts to

conceal .
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Industrial relations in general appear good-willed and efficient. There are no serious

complains linked to collective bargaining. In the summer of 1993 when the company ran

into financial difficulties TUs agreed to reshedule payments for inflation compensation so

that the bulk (about 60~0) would go to the fourth quarter.

Still, the seeds of possible troubles in the future were already planted. Implementation of

decisions from the bargaining process were The new General Manager after some time

began to demonstrate open annoyance at the presence of TUs at certain managerial bodies or

commissions and soon prohibited the accounting department to supply any information to the

unions. The newly appointed Deputy - the Economic Director publicly threatened the unions

after taking office and the General Manager himself in a more private context answered the

question about night dreams: "A union-free company".

Developments at SE revealed quite similar pattern. Substantial difference was the unchal-

lenged power and leading role of CITUB organisation and the paternalist style of its leader.

Every opportunity was used to add something to the salaries in the form of bonuses,

compensations and extremely developed social programme - cheap food, subsidised holidays,

company transport, company apartments - 100 were distributed in 1992 alone. As the old

Director put it: "We have preserved everything from socialism and improved some things".

With the new General Manager taking office a SO~o wage increase was announced. CITUB

leader insisted to get the unions involved and it did not appear as a managerial gift.

Podkrepa proposed a fixed sum to cut down the share of management but failed. The act

began to generate tension and accusation of management. CITUB leader found the solution

in organising a meeting of management with the dissatisfied workers where the management

simply warned that if someone does not like the situation the gate is open to find a better

one.

The 1993 round was successful for the unions as a whole, especially in the attempt to

counter the negative aspects of the Labour Code, providing advantages for management

freedom of action. "The labour Code of Bulgaria is not valid for Dynamo", says the CITUB

leader. Two point of friction occurred in the negotiations:
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layoffs, without consultation with the unions and the criteria applied. TUs insisted

that years of service should not be the decisive criteria and stressed on professional-

ism and qualification.

management wanted to cut the number of categories entitled.

The agreement secured consultation with the unions on all vital questions, wage increases

and mechanism for inflation compensation. Provisions however are linked to the state of the

enterprise as the General Manager explained: "There is no guaranteed wage fund any more.

There is only money - when the company is operating".

When in the summer of 1993, due to mazket problems production was cancelled for two

months in substantial part of the enterprise TUs agreed on reazrangement of work, on

lowering payments and even on forced leave. The importance of the social programme was

manifested, since it was summer and people could go on holiday for part of the time.

Due to the specific configuration of actors, Air Transport displayed other, peculiar dimen-

sions of the process. The five TU organisations reached relatively easy agreement on the

issues of wages, compensations, job protection and the social programme. The base for

wage determination is the average for the country which is multiplied by a coefficient for

professional categories - commander, pilot, engineer, technician, etc. The final differentials

resemble those in Western, especially French airlines, which were used in the preparation.

Issues of constant debate are the implementation of health and safety standards, conditions of

work, work schedules.

The problems start from the real value of money paid and divide the flying stuff from the

rest. The flying stuff receives payments in hard currency for the periods outside the country.

When exchanged for Bulgarian money they turn to be several times higher than the agreed

salazy and heavily distorts the initial scheme. When the Ministry of Finance ruled that this

income should be taxed, pilots threatened industrial action based on health an safety claims.

They were backed by the stewazdesses but the rest kept silent. At the end of the year pilots

declazed "work to rule" action and for the first day only three international flights were

cancelled with serious losses for the company. Tensions among the unions enables manage-
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ment in maneuvering between them.

Free-riders were a problem for TUs in all three cases all of the time. It was the new version

of the Labour Code that permitted more distinct policy of the unions at the workplace. The

Labour Code permitted non-members to join the agreement but did not specify the mechan-

ism, so it was open for local solutions. At MT and SE the non-members could not enjoy the

same standards, where the negotiated figures in the collective agreement were higher than in

the Labour Code and management had no right to negotiate higher figures in individual

contracts than those in the agreement. The parties agreed that joining the agreement

non-members should pay a fee equal to 1.29 and 1.1 ~a of annual salary to the enterprise

social fund, in practice managed by the unions. The result was most non-members joined the

agreement and even an influx of new members in TUs. In AT where the conditions were

preserved the same for all employees, TU membership gave advantage only in the case more

job protection. No conditions for joining were specified and the general trend was one of

losing TU members.

Collective bargaining at Foundry was characterized by completely different logic and pattern

of action. It started with the signing of a wage agreement and, later on, of a collective

agreement lin June, 1992~. In fixing the wages the different categories were subjected to

levelling but the Company proved that this mode of distribution was most beneficial in the

difficult situation when new markets had to be gained. In the beginning of 1992 some new

demands for higher wages began to be put forward and in March an agreement was reached

for wage rises amounting to 25 per cent for March, 30 per cent for April and 40 per cent

for May.

A one-day strike took place in May, 1992 and as a result workers were paid 900 leva each

as compensation for January and February. An agreement was reached on the deadline for

conclusion of a collective agreement for 1992, on basic wage bargaining, the system of

bonuses and the payment of inflation rates over and above the increase for April and May. It

was stipulated in the Agreement that in the collective agreement to be concluded the parties

would agree on the order of payment of trade union subscriptions. In an additional agree-

ment attached to the above the parties agreed to abstain from additional claims for payment

and strike actions.
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Nonetheless, the trade union organisation declared a strike two months later because of

incorrectness on the part of the management and the Government's decision to raise

minimum wages. The strikers' demands included new wages, compensations for the second

quarter, higher allowances for harmful conditions, bonus system, better food at the canteen,

health and safety measures, against arbitrary decision for longer workday and the company

to transfer to the banks the amounts kept for 4 months on current accounts - loans insur-

ances, etc. and the penalties calculated by these banks and deducted directly from the

workers even though the workers had nothing to do with such practices.

Furthermore on the last point they threatened to turn to the Prosecution. This pressure was

building up at the time when bank accounts of Foundry were blocked as pressure from the

banks to collect their money.

Foundry pays about 3 800 leva, which is considerably higher than the average level for the

country and among the highest in the region. The company is paying wages regularly and in

time and this is another favourable indicator. Information was circulating that one of the

Western partners paid the wages with his own money brought from abroad.

The arguments for the strike were not easy to accept and legitimate it. Managers refused to

talk with the strikers and the Company filled in court proceedings against the participants in

the strike.

A lot of noise was raised in connection with the strike. A lot of sharp rhetorics was resorted

to, references were made to defence of the national interests, exploitation, etc. This

development was quickly taken up by the national mass media. Indirect accusations were

levied that money was laundered to benefit the Bulgarian Socialist party (former Communist

Party).

The strike ended with an agreement to start negotiations on the issues raised, in September

1992. The Company agreed not to resort to penal action against the strikers but it insisted on

a court ruling concerning the legitimacy of the strike - a move openly directed against the

authority of chairman of the TLT organisation.
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The ruling of the court recognised the strike as legitimate. This was a heavy blow on the

management side since it was probably reached at with considerable influence behind the

scenes and opened new possibility to step up the pressure from outside interested groups on

the company.

In November 1992 the managers announced that there no money to pay the salaries because

of unpaid production from their trading partners in the West. However this delay was

approximately 6 months old and no legal action was undertaken for that time.

This led angry workers to attack the managers in their car and in two days they left for the

West.

It was in the interest of workers, to have the managers back and pay at least the salaries they

have already worked out. If the banks pressed to declare the company bankrupt the salaries

would be paid first but the credits given would be lost. In the meantime the TU leader

advised and provided the workers with forms to apply in court for the unpaid salaries. This

meant that once inside the managers may not be able to leave Bulgaria because they first

have debts and second have cases pending in court.

After several letters with assurances they appeared in January 1993 to meet the banks and

the Minister of industry to present a sanitation plan for Foundry. No answer followed the

proposal.

In the meantime the manager of the old state plant took over the management and tried to

organise production. The attempt turned more of a failure, since the Italian company on

which he relied turned to be another branch of the FOUNDRY market network and he had

to sell almost at a loss. He managed also to sell some of the previous production stored but

could not secure the same salaries. This gave grounds for suspicion that he is playing behind

the backs of the workers and hostile attitudes were felt. Suspicion appeared towards the TU

leader too: "If Bulgarians are to take over will he defend our interests so ardently or will

side with the managers ?"
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The overall result from the whole operation was recently announced in one of the national

papers (6): 100 ml. levs dues of the joint venture to some Bulgarian banks, all the property

was used as a guarantee for one of the of the loans and 5 ml. levs due for worker salaries.

Despite the ruling of the District Court that money is almost impossible to be paid.
~

~ ~

The case studies reveal some important characteristic features of collective bargaining at the
present stage:

1. Keeping in mind that the cases were from the group of "successfully" transforming

enterprises, the process and the final agreement are marked by considerable
workplace autonomy and the link to particular parameters negotiated at industry

levels of bargaining did not have significant direct impact and importance. Dynamics

of the process was clearly linked to decisions on national level which introduced

changes in the framework and defined the boundaries, depth and scope of the

process.

2. As a result of the operation of the wage fund regulation mechanism workplace

collective bargaining acquires more the appearance of inechanism for internal

distribution of available resources. The important difference with previous situations

is that it creates conditions for more effective connection between payments and the

final results realised on the market. The process contributes to a tendency producing

social differentiation, more evident along hierarchical lines and among enterprises.

3. The limitations placed on wage bargaining bring about raising the significance of

additional payments and the social fund and the social programme in the enterprises.

This fuels a long-standing tradition and expectations that in case of future

privatisation and restructuring may turn to be lost or diminished and become a

source of tension.

4. Since the responsibility for health and safety has been passed to employers, these

issues are now part of the collective agreement but it seems that the attitude to them

is quite formal and that they are marginalised by more directly material benefits.
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5. The most significant contribution of collective bargaining for the reform process is

the recognition of plurality of interests and providing a voice for the parties in the

process of shaping the new enterprise structure and organisation, geared to market

economy and of establishing a new culture of industrial relations in society.
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Major Trade Union Organisations in Bulgaria

1. Confederation of Independent Trade Unions in Bulgaria

Founded: February, 1990

Membership: more than 1 600 000 in 76 federations and unions, 12 500 workplace

organisations. (III congress, Oct.1993)

2. Confederation of Labour "Podkrepa"

Founded: February, 1989

Membership: highest figure stated 500 000 (1992). February 1994 - 180 000

members in 16 industrial federations (II congress, Feb.,1994)

3. National Trade Union

Founded: January 1992, splinter group from Podkrepa.

Membership: 30 000 (I congress, March 1992)

- transport - sailors and dockers;

- metal processing;

- chemical industry;

- energy.

Strong support for the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF).

4. Association of Democratic Trade Unions

Founded: January, 1992. Former members of Podkrepa - left or expelled.

Membership: 30 000

Close connections with UDF and NTU.

No signs of real live trade union activity.

5. Community of Bulgarian Free Trade Unions

Founded: January, 1992

Membership: declared 70 000, 11 industry federations (from 16 possible), 25

regional bodies (from 28 possible)

- National Free Trade Union "Business" with members in tourism, hotel and

restaurant business - both employees and employers. Unites people in private and
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state establishments;
- Energy Trade Union;

- Academic trade Union;

- Union of Professional Sailors (port Varna);

- Union of Bulgarian Actors;

- Federation of University Trade Unions;

Politically non-affiliated. Basic aim accelerated privatisation.

The CBFTU has submitted documents for recognition for the National Council for

Tripartite Collaboration.

6. Peaple's Trade Union "Edinstvo"

Founded: 1991, disappointed members of CITUB, supporters of hardline policy of

the bulgazian Socialist Party (former Communist).

Membership: stated 184 000, 1991.

Support for BSP policy.

As trade union and cooperative association aims at social and economic initiatives to

solve economic problems. support for some directors attacked by CITUB and

Podkrepa. Attempts to persuade directors to make 509 member in exchange for

guazantied markets abroad and small commission.

No signs of organised life for the last 1.5 - 2 years.

7. National Trade Union Federation "Miner"

Founded: Februazy, 1994. Splinter group from Podkrepa.

Membership: 8 500, former members of the National Miners Federation of Podkrepa

in 11 regions in the country from exploration, extracting and processing of mineral

and organic raw materials. Open for other industries.

NTUF "Miner" will apply for recognition as representative organisation at the

industry level.
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